NFL Player Glenn Dorsey Says, 'Be Your
Dogs' Biggest Defender
December 29, 2011
Kansas City, MO (RPRN) 12/29/11 — Kansas City
Chiefs player Glenn Dorsey is one of the top
defensive ends in the NFL, and he's taking his
protective nature off the field to show compassion for
dogs. In PETA's newest campaign, Glenn urges dog
guardians to be their dogs' biggest defenders by
bringing them indoors instead of leaving them
outdoors to fend for themselves in all weather
extremes.

NFL Player Glenn Dorsey speaks up for
dogs!

Glenn, who stars in the campaign with his canine best
friend, Bugsy, wants you to “imagine being in the
freezing cold, pouring rain, sleet, or snow. No shelter,
a blanket to keep you warm, or a friend to ease your

loneliness."
This is the harsh reality for countless dogs across the country who suffer from frostbite and
hypothermia from freezing temperatures and heartache from lack of any socialization. They also
often lack food, water, and adequate shelter.
Watch Glenn's TV public service announcement below and his exclusive behind-thescenes interview.
Please join Glenn in encouraging all animal guardians to
bring their animals indoors and provide them with the warmth,
love, and affection that they need and deserve. Help now by
supporting "Angels for Animals," PETA's doghouse program,
which provides "backyard dogs" with shelter and bedding.
Sponsor a doghouse today, and make this winter a little
warmer for a wonderful, deserving dog.
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People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA), with more than 2 million members and
supporters, is the largest animal rights organization in the world.
PETA focuses its attention on the four areas in which the largest numbers of animals suffer the
most intensely for the longest periods of time: on factory farms, in laboratories, in the clothing
trade, and in the entertainment industry. We also work on a variety of other issues, including the
cruel killing of beavers, birds and other "pests," and the abuse of backyard dogs.
PETA works through public education, cruelty investigations, research, animal rescue,
legislation, special events, celebrity involvement, and protest campaigns.
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